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Introduction

 W7-X stellarator:
 large scale device with superconducting coils

 no ohmic transformer

 low-shear magnetic configuration of Helias type with 5 periods

 Scientific objectives:

 steady state operation with the reactor relevant parameters

 stable operation with high-pressure plasma (up to β ~ 5%)

 good plasma confinement

 explore the magnetic configuration space

- bootstrap current minimized for “high-mirror” configuration

- neoclass. confinement optimized for “standard” configuration

 divertor operation with good density and impurity control
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Divertor, magnetic configuration control

 net plasma current changes the edge iota

 low order rational values can appear

 moves X-point ⇒
potential danger for divertor
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no ohmic transformer →

ECCD is the main control tool

 control of the net plasma current
is mandatory

Ptarget < 10 MW / m2

Swetted target ~ few m2
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B-field along major radius,
magnetic axis positions are
shown by markers

ECRH deposition zones (red ellipses) projected onto
bean-shape plane for X2 / O2 heating scenarios and
different magnetic configurations.

 O2 at high <β> : X2  start-up strong ly off-axis
( LFS)

Effect of high-β on the magnetic configuration

   Yu. Turkin



ECRH / ECCD scenarios

 X2-scenario is well tested and no troubles are expected

 O2-scenario can be performed by transition from X2-scenario

 operation with only X3-scenario seems doubtful, but possible in
combination with X2 / O2
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ECRH / ECCD scenarios

 ECRH aims:

 plasma start-up and heating

 current drive for the rotational profile tailoring

 feedback control of the net plasma current

 configuration control in operation with high β

 operation with over-dense plasma: Bernstein waves
(far future plans…)

ECRH

negative NBI

positive NBI

 ECRH tools:

 10 Gyrotrons 140 (104) GHz 1 MW each

 angle front steering

 quasi-steady-state
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ECRH / ECCD scenarios

 Launch conditions:

 main ports are located near the “bean-shaped” plane:
LFS launch at the max of B

 one additional port is located near the “triangular plane”:
HFS launch at the min of B, small gradB

RF beam

R
F 
be
am

10(+2) gyrotrons 1 gyrotron
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Numerical tools: ray tracing coderay tracing code

 TRAVIS:TRAVIS: multi-bandle & multi-pass ray-tracing code
works stand-alone and coupled self-consistently with 1D transport code

 the anomalous dispersion taken into account
(the weakly-relativistic Hamiltonian for tracing, Westerhof-Tokman model)

 fully-relativistic model for absorption & CD (for arbitrary distribution function)

 ECCD:  adjoint approach with momentum conservation taken into account
(the package for arbitrary collisionality under development)

 dP/dV decomposed in contributions from trapped and passing electrons

 energy range of electrons responsible for absorption estimated

 package for quasi-optical technique under development
(in collaboration with IAP RAS)
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Equilibrium
- Analysis
- Diagnostics
- Transport modeling

Transport
Equations:

Evolution of
ne, Te , Ti , Er , jp

Sources & Sinks
   3d-Codes:

ECRH, NBI, Pellets,
Neutrals, Losses
- Planning of experiments
- Analysis
- Transport modeling

     ECCD, NBCD

Neoclassic transport
Fluxes, Er ,  jBS

- Analysis
- Plasma current control
- Transport modeling

Anomalous transport
- Analysis
- Transport modeling

Geometry
- Analysis
- Diagnostics
- Transport modeling
gik , V´, ιota, ‹…›

Feedback Control,
Current Control,
Density Control,
Heating Control:
- Plasma control
- Transport modeling

Database
- Analysis
- Diagnostics
- Transport modeling

Development of TP implies development of modules needed
for other activities;  modules must be reusable 
Transport Package is a part of Software for W7-X

Numerical tools: Transport PackageTransport Package

   Yu. Turkin
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Why neoclassical confinement model

Experience of W7-AS high-performance discharges

Experimental χ

Neoclassical χ

PECRH=1.2 MW in X2-mode;      “electron root”

Te = 3 - 3.5 kev

   Yu. Turkin
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ECRH / ECCD scenarios

 X2-scenario is well tested and no troubles are expected

 O2-scenario can be performed by transition from X2-scenario

 operation with only X3-scenario seems doubtful, but possible in
combination with X2 / O2
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Low and moderate densities: X2-scenarioX2-scenario

 plasma start-up, ECRH / ECCD cw, up to 10 MW

 low densities,           ne = 0.1 – 0.6 × 1020 m-3,  high Te

 moderate densities, ne = 0.6 – 1.0 × 1020 m-3,  high both Te and Ti

 complete bootstrap current compensation
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   Yu. Turkin
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Low and moderate densities: X2-scenarioX2-scenario

Ray tracing + 1D transport results for 5 beams:

PRF = 5 MW, cntr-injection from the “bean-shaped” plane

W = 1.73 MJ, τE ≃ 0.35 s
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High densities: O2-scenarioO2-scenario

 operation with high densities,
ne = 0.8 – 2.0 × 1020 m-3

 Plasma is optically gray (τ ~ 1)

 multi-pass scenario is
necessary

 start-up & pre-heating are
necessary (X2 mode)

H.P. Laqua
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Ray tracing + 1D transport results for 5 beams (3 passes):

PRF = 5 MW, cntr-injection from the “bean-shaped” plane

W = 3.2 MJ, τE ≃ 0.65 s

High densities: O2-scenarioO2-scenario
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O2-scenarioO2-scenario: results of the density scan: results of the density scan

Single-pass absorption:Single-pass absorption:

Optimistic expectations!Optimistic expectations!

off-axis
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β=2% equlib. β=4% equlib.+0.12T

3 passes

High densities: O2-scenarioO2-scenario

 Te > 4 keV is reached in the region of good absorption (see yellow region)

 Absorption rapidly increases for larger temperatures (absorption             )2

e
T!

   Yu. Turkin
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Reduced magnetic field: X3X3

     “standard” configuration, B ≈ 1.86 T :

 X3 at 140 GHz: HFS launch from the “triangular” plane

can be supported by

 X2 / O2 at 104 GHz: LFS launch from the “bean-shaped” plane

X3 stand alone, PRF = 5 MW

140 GHz, B = 1.67 T
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 adjoint approach for ECCD

 momentum conservation

 collisionless or collisional limits (with or without trapped particles)

 so far, the bootstrap current calculated w/o momentum conservation

 new advanced model under development:

 momentum conservation & arbitrary collisionality

Net plasma current control: theoretical models

 At the present moment, only preliminary results for the net current
control are obtained

Tasks:

1. to check an ability of ECCD as counteracting tool

2. to find an optimal scenario
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Net plasma current control

General conditions:General conditions:
 for both X2- and O2-scenarios: five beams 1 MW each

 B0 = 2.53 T:
LFS shift with off-axis X2- (w/o “electron root”) and on-axis O2-deposition

 the O2-scenario, three passes are taken into account
(2nd pass – reflection from the mirror, 3rd pass – reflection from the wall)

 choice of the density range:

 for X2-scenario:   0.1×1020 <  ne < 1.0×1020 m-3

 for O2-scenario:   0.6×1020 <  ne < 2.2×1020 m-3

(absorption higher 90% after 3 passes)
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ECCD efficiency: density scan

• X2: with launch angle for maximum efficiency

• O2: launch angle defined by mirror on HFS
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SummarizedSummarized ECCD  ECCD profilesprofiles ( (fivefive  beamsbeams, P, PRFRF = 5 MW = 5 MW))

X2-scenario, off-axis:X2-scenario, off-axis:

 plasma is optically thick

 ECCD scales approx. as 1 / ne

 Te-dependence of ECCD efficiency
is not strongly pronounced

ne(0) = 0.8×1020 m-3,  Zeff = 1.5

X2: Te(0) ≈ 5.3 keV

O2: Te(0) ≈ 6.7 keV

O2-scenario, (almost) on-axis:O2-scenario, (almost) on-axis:

 plasma is optically “gray”
(> 95% absorption after 3 passes)

 ECCD scales roughly as 1 / ne

 ECCD efficiency much more
sensitive to Te
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X2-mode:  ECCD control of Ibc is surely possible

O2-mode: ECCD control of Ibc seems not reliable

                                                          (apart of “high-mirror” configuration)

Net plasma current control for “standard” configuration

density scan for 5 beams, PRF = 5 MW, β = 2%

Ray-tracing + 1D transport
modeling X2

O2

bootstrap current

current drive
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SummarySummary & Outlook & Outlook

 The different ECRH / ECCD scenarios analyzed with help of self-consistently
coupled ray-tracing and 1D transport codes

 X2-scenario the main scenario for low and moderate densities,
0.1 × 1020 m-3 < ne < 1.0 × 1020 m-3  → good confinement, high temperatures

 multi-pass O2-scenario the main scenario for high densities,
0.8 × 1020 m-3 < ne < 2.0 × 1020 m-3 → good confinement, high temperatures

 net plasma current control:

 for X2-scenario surely possible

 for O2-scenario reliable for the “high-mirror” configuration
(but not for the “standard” and “low-mirror”)

 Improved tools for calculation of ECCD and bootstrap current under
development (parallel momentum conservation + arbitrary collisionality)

 Since L / R time scale is about tens seconds, time dynamic has to be studied:

 X2 → O2 transition

 net plasma current & iota time evolution (island divertor topology)
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Thanks for attention

CWGM 4, Madrid, 20 - 22 October 2008
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 Different configurations ⇒ different conditions:

 “standard” configuration:      Bmax/Bmin = 1.09,      ftr ≈ 0.3

 “low-mirror” configuration:    Bmax/Bmin = 1.004,    ftr ≈ 0.02

 “high-mirror” configuration:   Bmax/Bmin = 1.22,      ftr ≈ 0.45

 Both ECCD and the bootstrap current are sensitive for the configuration

 The bootstrap current is minimized for “high-mirror” configuration,
while the neoclassical confinement is optimized for “standard” configuration

Net plasma current control
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Diffusion model
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Low and moderate densities: X2-scenarioX2-scenario

 Ray-tracing results for the RF beam from the port AC1:

ne = 0.6 × 1020 m-3, Te = 5.2 keV (from 1D transport code),

“standard” configuration, B = 2.53 T,  <β> = 2%
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 plasma is optically thick (τ >>1)

 deposition and ECCD profiles are defined by location of Bres and by
Doppler broadening

 Pabs = 1.0 MW,  Icd =-8.45 kA

Low and moderate densities: X2-scenarioX2-scenario

Ray-tracing results for RF beam from the port AC1, 1 MW
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 near the cyclotron resonance, the anomalous dispersion effects
are significant

 power is absorbed by the bulk electrons

Low and moderate densities: X2-scenarioX2-scenario
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 Ray-tracing results for the RF beam from the port AC1:

ne = 1.2 × 1020 m-3, Te = 5.3 keV (from 1D transport code),

“standard” configuration, B = 2.53 T,  <β> = 2%

High densities: O2-scenarioO2-scenario
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 plasma is optically gray (τ ~ 1)

 deposition and ECCD profiles defined not only by location of Bres and by
Doppler broadening, but also by Te-profile

 PRF = 0.99 MW (after 3 passes),  Icd =-2.06 kA

Ray-tracing results for RF beam from the port AC1, 1 MW

High densities: O2-scenarioO2-scenario
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 the anomalous dispersion effects are negligible

 power is absorbed not only by the bulk but also by suprathermal electrons

High densities: O2-scenarioO2-scenario


